
The Kellands Corporate 
Wellbeing Digital Platform

Many people today expect instant access to communication, retailing, 
food, transport and more via any device.

Why should they expect any less from their employee benefits?

The Kellands Platform
At Kellands, we provide a technically robust, easy-to-use employee benefits platform that will 
revolutionise the way you engage your employees. 

How it works
Our platform makes employee benefits digitally accessible, attractive and exciting. It gives your 
employees a clean, friendly, user interface so they can see at a glance what benefits are active 
and available. The mobile responsive design makes it accessible from phones and tablets as 
well as laptops and PCs. Benefit descriptions are clear and easy to read. Employees can make 
new selections with just a few clicks.

It focuses on reward
Our platform delivers a modern, mobile-responsive benefits platform to meet changing 
employee expectations.

 Simple set-up via your Kellands financial consultant.

 An attractive digital showcase for your pension and employee benefits package.

 A compelling choice of additional benefits from market-leading providers to enhance your 
benefit scheme.

 Generation of all management information, payroll and provider reports, saving 
administrative time and giving you a clear picture of how your scheme is performing.

 Robust processes and secure data transfer to ensure GDPR compliance, with support to 
help you manage data in the best way.



It’s trailblazing
 Use the Kellands platform to develop an enhanced employer brand with modern,  

intuitive benefits to attract the best candidates.

 Improve your employee retention thanks to greater visibility of benefits and increased  
take-up.

 Reduce administration with a single channel to distribute all your employee benefits  
and manage all payroll data.

It creates a positive response
 Using the Kellands digital platform helps you show your employees you care. 

 Gives them the freedom to choose benefits online.

 Makes it easy to upgrade and change cover levels.

 Provides access to a modern, digital employee benefits package from any device,  
at any time.

It attracts the best people
Let’s face it, online employee benefits platforms are becoming the norm. Future generations 
of employees will expect flexibility in when, where and how they work and how they select 
benefits. As more tech-savvy people flood into the workplace expecting more from their 
employers, any business failing to embrace digital benefits will lose out.

That’s why the Kellands Corporate Wellbeing Digital Platform will help you to attract, retain and 
engage the best people, now and into the future.

Contact us today to take your employee 
benefits scheme to the next level

YOUR WELLBEING, YOUR BENEFITS, YOUR FUTURE

www.kellandcorporate.co.uk


